Seekonk Speedway Trailer race
Tow some fun around Seekonk
August 4th 2018
This race is held with teams using one vehicle hooked to a trailer and another used as
the defender. As teams circle the track the object will be for the trailers to complete a
selected number of laps still hooked up to the tow vehicle. The defender on each team
is used to knock the opponent’s trailers loose and defend their own team.
Vehicles eligible for use must follow the same rules as Enduro/Figure 8 cars.
Full size trucks cannot be used as defenders.
Trailers:
Minimum length - 16’ maximum - 24’. Measurement is from tongue to trailing edge of
trailer. One or Two axles permitted.
Trailers must be some type of camper, NO boats or open trailers. Interior of
trailers must be cleaned out and all appliances, sinks, toilets, cabinets, bedding
removed. Any glass must be removed. No propane tanks. No hay or other type of
bulky flammable material may be added to display.
Jack posts must swivel to horizontal position or be removed.
Each trailer will be judged for its starting spot. The more excitement each trailer brings
to the fans, helps the teams earn their starting spots up front. Create a theme that
makes your team a winner.
*Trailer must finish attached to vehicle and have one axle still in place*
Trailer hitch VERY IMPORTANT standard type hitches 2” minimum ball size

Double Safety Chains are MANDTORY
The rules and/or regulations set forth herein are designed to provide for the orderly conduct of
racing events and to establish minimum acceptable requirements for such events, these rules shall
govern the condition of all Seekonk Speedway events, and by participating in these events, all
participants are deemed to have complied with theses rules.
No express or implied warranty of safety shall result from publication of, or compliance with
these rules and/or regulations, they are intended as a guide for the conduct of the sport and are in
no way a guarantee against injury, or death to participants, spectators or others.

$500 to WIN!!!
Best display $100 !!!
Only a selected number of entrees will be allowed to compete.
YOU MUST CALL 508-336-9959 TO REGISTER !!!
Cannot register on line. Registrations open July 9th.
.

